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In a tweet size, who is Adrienne latex muse?
Ethereal person, sometimes a model, but mostly
a fetish designer.
Do you prefer shoot in outdoors or indoors?
Outdoors is more inspiring. Indoors is calmer and
more intimate. I prefer to switch :-)
What did you study?
Fashion design.

When did you decide to work in the fashion industry?
Since my higher education, when I studied the
fashion design. Fully self-employed in fashion design since 1997.
Why do you like the model/fashion world?
I love beauty, esthetics, harmony of color and
style with the person who wears it. I love heterogeneity in fashion, I like to watch beautiful photos
and women. And I can design and manufacture
things to my taste (but mostly working for my
customers of course, the work for myself is in my
spare time only).

How do you feel inside a Latex suit (or another
material) and wearing 16 cm high heels?
I regularly wear heels above 20cm, hence 16cm
feels a bit mediocre :-). Being rather tall barefoot,
about 176cm, I can wear 20cm heels or above without looking disproportionate – and use this a
lot. I am into stylish elegant latex clothing. Latex
is for me about sensuous feeling it creates. I feel
beautiful and mighty – dominant.

What do you think about Latex outfits?
It is a charming material and makes for a marvelous clothing if designed properly, but on the other
hand quite impractical. It feels cold in the winter
and sweaty in the summer. But it is so beautiful, I
still like to bring it into “civilian wardrobe”. I wear
latex sometimes in public, but not on daily basis
of course – albeit I know more than a few men
who would love to see me in latex daily. Since it
is a material which makes you shine…
Is it easy to stand out in this world or everything
is already invented?
When browsing internet, I sometimes get a feeling
that everything has already been here and if it was
not, there is somebody who is just creating it on
her/his table now. So no, it is not easy.

Do you do any performances or another artistic
work?

Nope. But I would like to get a bit more into dancing.

Is the fashion industry cruel with the alternative
models?
I don't think I belong into the “alternate model”
group – I look normal and feel normal. But I am
totally against judging people based on how they
look, that's a nonsense.
Which photographer would you like to work with
and why?
Perhaps Nikitzo and Sachtikus… but I am not that
opinionated about photographers either, you can
find beautiful photos also from many almost unknown photographers these days.

Do you think the use of Photoshop has distorted
reality?
If used within reasonable limits, it is a useful tool
– Photoshop itself can't be blamed for anything,
it is about how people use it. And how also others
perceive the results.

Are you an exhibitionist? Do you like it? Thousand
eyes looking you, admiring you?
No, I am not. That's why I don't do fetish catwalks.
On the other hand I love arousal around my photos, otherwise I would not do it, lol :-)

What wouldn’t you do even if you were paid all the
money in the world?
I wouldn't eat insects or worms, nor intentionally
harm other people.

Name a couple of models you admire or have as
a reference:
Honeyhair, Susan Wayland and Vera Bambi.
What is your definition of beauty?
Harmony of inside and outside of a human.
How important is your family?
Very much, they are my primary support.

If you could, what historical period would you
choose to live in?
I am happy in current times. Maybe a trip to times
of Gustav Klimt could be interesting.

How do you see the fetish world today?
Latex has been going into vanilla world recently and I just hope that this process won't start degeneration of the fetish culture. But otherwise I
am very happy that this little exciting and glossy
fetish world exists.
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Tell us about your projects for the future:
I want to grow further in my own way and go more international.

Is there anything else you would like to add?
Thanks a lot, I am very happy to be in your magazine.
Adrienne latex muse
Bedeseme Team
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A colour: Red and pink
A meal: Spinat, pizza
A place: Mountains
A book: All I really need to know I learned in kindergarten
A song: "With or without you" - U2
A film: Far and away with Nicole Kidman and Tom Cruise
A dream: (know how) to be happier
A fetish: Latex and high heels
A peculiar habit: I often say: I don't know
Favourite quotation: Be yourself. Everyone else is already taken. - Oscar Wild
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CREDITS

Model: Adrienne latex muse
www.facebook.com/latexmuseAdrienne
www.muse.adriennelatexdesign.com

Video from a graffiti photo shoot:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yd9HMw_b7uY
Latex outfits: Adrienne Latex Design
www.facebook.com/adriennelatexdesign
www.adriennelatexdesign.com
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